Abstract. Lidskii and Wielandt have proved independently that if A and B are selfadjoint operators on an n-dimensional space H, with eigenvalues {ak)k = l and [ßk)l=\ respectively (counting multiplicity), then, M-ßll>min||diag(«,-Äw)|| OËAH for any unitarily invariant norm on L(H). In this note an example is given to show that this result is no longer true if A and B are only required to be normal (even unitary). It is also shown that the above inequality holds in the operator norm, if A is selfadjoint and B is skew-self-adjoint.
Introduction. In [2] , Weyl proved the following: if A and B are Hermitian operators on a finite-dimensional Hubert space, and if sp A = {ak}"k=l, sp B = {ßk}k=i (counting multiplicity), then (*) \\A -B || > min ||diag( ak -ßa(k) ) \\.
oeS"
(Here, sp^4 denotes the spectrum of A, and diag(y¿) denotes any normal operator with spectrum {yk}"k=\.) The norm used above is the operator norm. It was later shown by Lidskii [1] and Wielandt [3] (The first equality follows from the parallelogram identity, while the last equality is a consequence of the fact that A -iB -(A + iB)*.) Hence,
The following is just a reformulation of Theorem 2: if T E L(H), then there exists a normal operator N on H such that (i) the real and imaginary parts of N are, respectively, unitarily equivalent to the real and imaginary parts of T, and (ii) \\N\\<\\T\\.
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